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Abstract-The increase in System on Chip (SoC) has introduced a popular communication infrastructure known as Network on Chip (NoC). Switches are backbone of NoC, which is responsible for the runtime establishment and management of communication between inter Processing Elements (PE). Thus, it is also called as a interconnect module. It has become mandatory for an efficient interconnect design, as switches directly affect the efficiency and performance of the overall NoC system. In this work, an efficient interconnect architecture is design which is capable of providing low channel setup latency and low overall area efficient structure in NoC. The interconnect design is based circuit switching mode for interconnecting the PEs providing guaranteed throughput across the data transmission. The switch design uses the divided distributed round robin arbitration for selecting the incoming request for switch and local ports fairly which is responsible for reducing the channel setup latency.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The era of SoC, has raised the integration of various modules into a single chip. SoC has made room for various modules, providing a specific system function. As the modules increases the need for efficient communication between various modules has been increased [1]. Traditionally, the interconnection between the modules was based on dedicated wires and shared wires. The various drawbacks of dedicated wires and shared wires such as high manufacturing cost and high overall latency respectively has led to the concept of Networks on Chip (NoC) [2]. The NoC has provided a network of modules that are interconnected to each other through which the communications between modules are made possible.

The main backbones of the NoC are Switches that connect the neighbouring switches and one or more number of Processing Elements (PE) or Modules. The switches are responsible for routing the data from source to destination where the data can be broken into packets or it may be of streamed pattern over the data communication channels. Generally the NoC’s performance and efficiency can be monitored through the NoC’s topology used and the structural and transmission patterns of switch. This work has focused mainly at the structural and transmission pattern of switch which can provide a low latency and high performance to the NoC. Depending upon the switching mode the switch can be divided mainly into packet switching and circuit switching.

In circuit switching, whole channel pathway from source node to destination node is previously established by the header packet which has the information of source address and destination address and reservation are made for the transmission of the whole packet until the payload is not sent unless the whole pathway channels are reserved. Once the data transfer is complete the reserved path channels is released for the other packets reservation and transfer. Various representatives like PNoc [5], Ethreal [4], SOCBus [10], Octagen [8], express switch switching [8] are based on CS. It provides a static data communication channels between source and destination nodes, thereby providing a guaranteed throughput. The main drawback of circuit switching is high channel setup latency where the channel establishment time is quite high. Packet based switching in which all flits of the packet are sent along with the header which establishes the connection between routers. PS can configure the buffering strategies for storing the whole packet in each router before establishing the connection to the next router. The major representatives of packet switching are DBAR [10], SOCIN [11], Pipes [16] which provides various techniques of packet switching such as store and forward, wormhole and virtual cut through mechanism. The packet switching provides Best Effort (BE) communication service which provides only transmission guarantees and not timing guarantees. The main drawbacks of PS include packet buffering and high channel latency where the time taken for transmission between source node and destination node is high and not fixed. PS mainly suffers under the heavily loaded networks and lags to provide GS.

In this work, we have addressed a switch architecture that is based on the circuit switching providing a guaranteed throughput and reduced channel setup latency. The main limitation of the circuit switching can be rectified through using the round robin arbitration and the area requirements of the overall network is to be reduced through the clustering of PE’s. Through clustering of corresponding PEs which interacts frequently, higher performance results can be observed.

II. RELATED WORKS

To increase the architectural customization and reduce area overhead of NoC switch SCORES is introduced which is 1D circuit switched architecture [6]. The stream based data transfer is done in scores which supports effective transfer of
large bit of data. In this paper, scalable and highly parametric streams-based communication architecture for inter-module communication for FPGA-based systems is implemented. SCOREs utilizes a streams-based approach to transmit data between computing modules through dynamically established non-shared streaming channels. These channels enable low latency and guaranteed throughput. The main advantage of SCOREs is that SCOREs had a low area architecture that reduced communication bottlenecks and high frequency of operation but the 1D architecture has raised its drawbacks of lower number of available paths.

In order to reduce the complexity of the switch wiring an interconnect architecture for Networking System on Chips has been implemented [8]. It provides an alternative to the crossbar interconnection providing low complexity. It provides a pattern of connection between the eight module ports such that each and every connection is possible with a maximum of 2 hops. The eight nodes at the switch are connected by 12 bidirectional links. By providing low latency the work has minimized the wiring cost but has affected with the drawback of providing 2 hop count connection which in turn increases the overall latency.

To reduce the channel setup latency and to reduce total number of switches to be used, MACS provides a reliable work [3]. MACS is based on circuit switching where it uses the technique of PE clustering that is connection of two PE to a single switch thereby enabling fast circuit establishment and provides data transfer between source and destination pair directly between these two PEs without traversing network topology. MACS use a distributed Round-Robin arbitration which enables reduced channel setup latency through selection of request in a round robin fashion. To increase the design flexibility and system customization MACS is provided with numerous tunable architectural parameters but the design can be further enhanced providing additional reduced latency and reduce the number of switches.

In our work, OSCS provides an efficient switch architecture for the NOC which can decrease the number of overall switch that is to be used through clustering of four PE’s to a single switch which may provide fast channel establishment between the local PE’s without affecting the network topology. These clustering also reduces the total number of switches used subsequently reducing the area requirement of overall network. The overall channel setup latency can be reduced uses the arbitration which is divided into two sectors, one for selecting the switch connection and other is selection of local PE connection. Thus the overall contention of the switch can be highly reduced. In our work, Interconnect switch is initially based on the circuit switching such that providing a guaranteed throughput. The overall switch architecture is implemented in Xilinx and corresponding results are observed.

III. OSCS ARCHITECTURE

![Fig 1: 3*3 switch implemented in mesh topology.](image)

The 3*3 mesh topology NoC has been described in Fig.1 which show that each switch is connected to four neighbouring PEs. Interconnect switch is an eight port switch which has a total of eight ports among which four ports are connected to the neighbouring switches (up, down, left, right) and remaining four ports connecting the local PEs. Each of these ports has two control logic for the routing in and out the data signal from the switch. Switch is mainly based on the circuit switching that can provide a guaranteed throughput with the distributed arbitration.

A. Switch Operation

As circuit switching is based on the pre-establishing of the channel from the transmission of data, the operation generally requires three states which include channel establishment, waiting and releasing. Channel establishment is the processes of connecting the input lane to an output lane thereby allocating the corresponding channel resources for routing the particular request from source PE such that a dedicated communication channel can be formed. Once the channel is established the switch has to wait till the transaction is completed until then the path is locked for the particular producer-customer pair. In case of the transaction completion the corresponding path should be released such that the path can be utilized for next request. Each port has two block of control logic such as input block controller (IBC) and output block controller (OBC) which is responsible for controlling all communication operations such as serving for request, channel establishment and channel release.
B. Switch Architecture

The main component in switch includes the port which has two control logic blocks Input Block Controller (IBC) and Output Block Controller (OBC) as described in Fig.2. Both the blocks of controllers has both control signals (request, grant, deny) and data signals (data channel). The control signal provide the channel establishment while data channel provide the inter PE communication bandwidth.

The IBC is responsible for forwarding the request signal to the all OBC. The IBC receives the requests from corresponding PE or Switches and route accordingly, to the corresponding destination ports as addressed by the request signal. All IBC has internal connection to the OBC of all the ports.

The OBC with is implanted with the round robin arbitration which selects single request signals from a set of request from the other IBC ports in a round robin fashion. The round robin arbitration is the key factor of employing reduced channel setup latency. The arbitration pattern is divided into two sectors among which one is for the selection of the request from the switch elements and other sector which is used for selection of request from the local PE elements.

This division is made by duplicating the arbitration such that the OBC of a local port has a set of arbitration pattern for 3 local port signals and other arbitration sector includes the 4 switching ports signals. Similarly, for the OBC of a switch port has separate arbitration for the 4 local port’s request signal and separate arbitration for 3 switch port’s request signal. Once the request is selected the corresponding data channel is locked by the request register and wait for the completion of data transaction. Once the transaction is completed the channel is released for the service of next set of request.

C. Round Robin

Each OBC receives the request signals from all the IBC including request signals from the switch ports and local ports expect the request signal of the same port. Thus, for a reduced channel setup latency an efficient way of selecting and maintaining the incoming request requires efficient arbitration which can be satisfied by the distributed round robin. The round robin arbitration used has the two components such as MUX and COUNTER. The OBC implements a per output channel distributed round robin arbiter to choose a single request from multiple requests for connecting to particular output channel. To select an incoming request, the counter’s output is connected to the MUX’s selection lines and the active low ENABLE signal of COUNTER is attached to the MUX’s output.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

The experiment is based on the eight port architecture of the switch. In which, circuit switching mode is used to transmit the data by using VHDL codes. Request is given as the input to the architecture initially to select the path of the circuit using round robin technique.

The proposed architecture decreases the connection establishment time through enhancing the controller of switch thereby reducing the channel setup latency. The data transmission is shown in the Fig. 4. The work is synthesised and simulated in Xilinx software.
Thus the clustering helps to reduce the number of switches used in a NoC subsequently reducing the overall area requirements.
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